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1. 

FADE IN: 

 

INT. DELIFAST COMPANY 

Packages are travelling along the transport belt. CAMERA tilt 

down to the picture of PLEESY 

 

EXT. DELIVERY COMPANY DELIFAST’S CARPARK - NIGHT 

Pleesy is driving while yawning. He watches into the mirror, 

and park the truck in a crazy way, hitting all the idling 

trucks. 

 

INT. TRUCK – NIGHT 

Pleesy stretches a bit for the satisfaction. He takes out the 

daily schedule and ticks the final item of the day. He discovers 

there are three more packages left for delivery 

 

EXT. CARPARK – NIGHT 

He gets off the truck and opens the truck’s backdoor, finds 

that he still has several packages need to be delivered. He 

looks around, and discovers a rubbish bin 

 

EXT. DELIVERY COMPANY – NIGHT 

Pleesy throws all the packages to the bin. While walking away, 

he hits the BOSS 

 

EXT. DELIFAST’S CARPARK – NIGHT 

Pleesy is thrown back to his truck with  the packages 

 

INT. PLEESY’S TRUCK - NIGHT 

Pleesy is getting tired and tired. His eyelids seem to turn 

into a million-kilogram stone, forcing him to close his eyes. 

HIS HEAD BEGIN TO LEAN FORWARD, ready to get a good rest. He 

has realized that and immediately TENSE UP for a short period 

of consciousness. HIS EYELIDS STARTS TO SHUT DOWN again. This 

time He has completely fallen asleep. HIS HEAD LEANS BACK. 

He is relaxing his whole body, his hands are dragging the tiller 

causing the TRUCK MOVING TO THE WRONG LANE. 



2. 

VOICE 

 

“BEEP” SOUND FROM OPPOSITE LANE 

 

Suddenly, a loud “BEEP” sound coming from the car at the 

opposite lane wakes Pleesy awake. HE DRIVES BACK TO THE TRACK 

AT ONCE. He keeps nearly falling asleep for a several time. 

He finally falls asleep. He steps hard on the gas paddle and 

accelerates the truck.  

 

EXT. ROAD – NIGHT 

Pleesy’s truck is accelerating. There is a truck in front with 

a tilted wood. Pleesy’s truck dirves along the tilted wood 

and flies to the sky. The truck falls and bounces on a bounce 

bed and lands safely back to the road. 

 

INT. PLEESY’S TRUCK – NIGHT 

Pleesy wakes up and does not know what has happened. Pleesy 

yawns. Several sheep appear in front of the windshield. Pleesy 

starts to count the sheep and becomes sleepy. 

 

EXT. ROAD – NIGHT 

A real sheep walk pass. 

 

INT. PLEESY’S TRUCK - NIGHT 

Pleesy is shocked and changes the direction towards left.  

 

EXT. ROAD – NIGHT 

Pleesy’s truck enters the tunnel which is the wrong entrance. 

There are several trucks coming towards Pleesy’s truck 

rapidly.  

Pleesy has avoided most of the trucks from crashing. At last, 

there is a big truck that Pleesy cannot avoid. Pleesy drives 

along the wall of the tunnel to prevent from crashing, but 

he fails and the truck drops onto the big truck. Pleesy faints 

due to the strong impact 

 



3. 

INT. BIG TRUCK – NIGHT 

 

BOSS is driving the big truck. He is listening to music, he 

does not realize Pleesy’s truck has dropped onto his truck. 

 

EXT. DELIFAST COMPANY – NIGHT 

Pleesy jumps off the big truck, finds out he is back to the 

company. He is shocked. The packages fall on his head. He throws 

the packages to the bin again. While he walks away, Boss catches 

him.  

 

VOICE 

 

PUNCHING SOUND 

 

INT. PLEESY’S TRUCK - NIGHT 

Pleesy is driving with some scars on his face 

FADE OUT. 

 

THE END 


